until the middle of the nineteenth century, official medicine was not familiar with the suppression of pain or the artificial induction of unconsciousness. a method practised at the imperial court of china involved rendering patients unconscious by a sudden blow to the jaw. in fact, those who first applied true anaesthesia in the early 1840s were not academic scientists: William E. clarke was a medical student and Horace Wells a dentist. clarke used ether to anaesthetize an acquaintance before extracting her tooth, and Wells used the pain-relieving properties of nitrous-oxide gas to have one of his own molars removed painlessly.
William thomas green Morton, a dentist and medical student, was the first to publicly demonstrate the advantages of anaesthesia after he experimented with ether at the suggestion of his chemistry professor, charles Jackson. Morton approached John collins Warren, professor of surgery at Harvard, to perform a public operation on a patient under ether anaesthesia in 1846.
Following that successful operationwhich had actually been preceded in 1842 by a similar operation conducted by georgian country doctor crawford W. Long-the practice of using ether spread with lightning speed across the uSa and Europe in the late 1840s. James young Simpson, professor of surgery at Edinburgh university, soon introduced chloroform as an alternative to ether in 1847. Let us bear in mind that before the anaesthetic era, surgical operations were agonizing experiences beyond the imagination of humans of the third millennium.
it is amazing that scholars in the past paid little attention to pain; perhaps because it was ubiquitous and considered invincible. in many cultures, pain was regarded as a virtue and enduring it as a sign of virility. in ancient times, many philosophers valued resistance or indifference to pain as a mark of wisdom. the same applies in Oriental religions and philosophy. Later, theodicy attempted to explain why god allows evil in the world: church authorities considered physical pain to be an inevitable fate by which god probes his devotees and punishes sinners. thus, attempts to suppress pain were condemned as blasphemy. in the spirit of aurelius augustine, a monk in the fourth century, emphasis was placed on fighting sin, rather than fighting suffering. Only as late as February 1957 did pope pius Xii proclaim that "the christian's duty of renunciation and of interior purification is not an obstacle to the use of anaesthetics." the history of the battle against pain is not only lacking famous names, but also marked by an abasing episode-hélas, all too human-of squabbles over who discovered the anaesthetic properties of ether. Morton, Wells and Jackson fought bitterly for years, eventually involving both the uS House of representatives and the Senate. this might be the reason that a memorial erected in the public garden of Boston in 1868 in honour of painless surgery carries no name and assigns no credit. rather than celebrating an individual, it has become a monument "to commemorate the discovery that the inhaling of ether causes insensibility to pain". i would propose to attribute another meaning to the Boston memorial and make it a more general symbol. Science has been customarily acknowledged as a human endeavour to discover truth, or-to use Karl popper's notion-to reduce ignorance, but science has also been much more than that. From its very beginning, science has helped to improve the human condition or-again in popperian diction-to reduce human worry; to abate human suffering. accordingly, the Boston monument is a memorial to all individuals who, in the service of science, devoted their lives to defeating distress and pain. the statue is akin to the tomb of the unknown soldier in London's Westminster abbey or beneath paris's arc de triomphe. rather than characterizing science in a descriptive term, a normative statement should make the mission of science explicit: science does, and ought to, minimize suffering in the world. in my opinion, molecular biology is worthy of praise for promoting biotechnology in service to this goal. it should now focus on pain, both physical and mental, as its forthright target.
